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Urban agriculture and food production are an innovative
tool to increase citizens' awareness of a healthy diet or to
increase social inclusion
Urban farming is a concept of modern agriculture that
involves the adoption of various emerging tech trends
including robotics to make agriculture more productive,
profitable and sustainable
With this advancement, it is possible to grow and deliver
high-quality food with the minimal waste within an area of
a smaller footprint
At the international level, the Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO) assists national and city governments
in optimizing policies and support for UA (FAO, 2015)
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Urban agriculture includes:
v Crop production, animal raising as well
as fish-farming in and around cities
v Food production as well as non-food
production (flowers, trees, pot plants for
example)
v Processing and marketing of food and
non-food products produced in and
around the urban area Uses compost
and (treated or untreated) urban
wastewater as resources
v May take place on open land areas in
the city as well in backyards or on
rooftops
The main drivers of UA growth are food security and nutrition, economic
development, social benefits, community development, environmental benefits
Source: Mougeot, 2000
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Italy
URBAN GREEN TRAIN (URBAN GReen Education
for ENTteRprising Agricultural INnovation) is a
project funded by the European Union within the
ERASMUS+ Programme, and more specifically a
STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP in HIGHER
EDUCATION and coordinated by the University of
Bologna, Alma Mater Studiorum – Department of
Agricultural Sciences
The project was developed through the cooperation
of SMEs, Higher Education Institutions and NGOs
from Italy, France, Germany and The Netherlands
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Eta Beta

is a social cooperative that offers therapeutic and
rehabilitative programs and work placement services for disadvantaged
people and/or those in marginal situations, based on handicraft, artistic
and agricultural activities
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Rome: city-countryside relationships
at metropolitan scale

Urban areas include agricultural areas

Source: Cavallo et al., 2016
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Vertical farming
The “Bosco Verticale” (meaning “Vertical Forest”) project
demonstrates how real estate development can swerve
from established practices into exciting new territory,
garner great publicity and tackle the very serious issue of
climate change
Planet Farms was born in
Milan, where plants are
grown locally, in urban city
centres, in multi-layered
structures
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Netherlands
UF 002 De Schilde: Europe's largest
rooftop aquaponics farm
In May 2016 the Swiss company ‘UrbanFarmers’
officially opened its second aquaponics farm in The
Hague, the Netherlands. Compared to the first farm
in Basel (Switzerland) this second farm was more
challenging: on the top floor and roof of a six–floors
industrial building in The Hague.
The farm produces 12 tonnes of tilapia and 40 tons
of vegetables per year
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The UF002 De Schilde rooftop farm has been dubbed as “Times Square
of Urban Farming” due to its prime location and access in the city
The enterprise consists of a 1,200-square-meter rooftop greenhouse on
the top floor and a 370-square-meter-indoor tilapia farm on the floor
below. The building will also house a 250-square-meter processing and
packaging facility.
The Guardian reported that the
aim is to feed 900 local families,
plus restaurants and a cooking
school
UrbanFarmers won the
competition and received free
council support and a chance to
rent the space after securing
private funding and a European
loan from The Hague’s Fund for
Location and Economy
Source: http://www.froutonea.com/en/reports/UrbanFarming-project
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Food for Good operates as a social enterprise with the goals of enhancing
social inclusion, participation, healthy food and education
Specifically, interaction occurs with individuals experiencing homelessness
and addiction, vulnerable and lonely elderly people and the longterm
unemployed. Volunteers are well represented in these groupings
Het Zoete Land takes a different approach in their initiative. Weekly, the farm
informs people electronically with yield shares of the harvest available – with
people then picking what they need. A yield share is available for a donation of
180€ for a share. The market target is young families and elderly living in the
area
https://www.facebook.com/Stadstuinfoodforgood/
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Startups in Netherlands that help grow
crops without a farm
The New Farm
• Founded year: 2017
• Why its hot: The New Farm is a business building in
The Hague. It has been redeveloped into a building with
a great potential. The central theme of The New Farm
includes innovation, sustainability and urban agriculture.
As it is all about vertical farming, there is space on the
ground floor for catering and retail concepts

https://twitter.com/thenewfarmnl
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PATS Indoor Drone Solutions
• Founders: Sjoerd Tijmons, Bram Tijmons, Kevin van Hecke
Founded year: 2018
• Why its hot: PATS Indoor Drone Solutions lets greenhouse
farmers significantly minimise and eliminate flying insect pest
populations. The startup develops autonomous insect control
solutions based on micro-drones that can be deployed within
the greenhouse infrastructure that exists. The solution helps
reduce costs of products and labour in the crop protection
process and reduce losses due to infected plants and crops

https://pats-drones.com/
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The RUAF Foundation is an international network and leading center
of expertise in the field of (intra- and peri-) urban agriculture and City
Region Food Systems. RUAF seeks to contribute to the development
of sustainable cities by facilitating awareness raising, knowledge
generation and dissemination, capacity development, policy design
and action planning for resilient and equitable urban food systems
www.ruaf.org
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Poland
Allotment gardens have been very popular in
Warsaw because they served as a major source of
food under the Communist regime
Due to the expansion of the city, many previously
isolated community gardens are now located in the
city center and form a very visible aspect of the
urban landscape
Even though the amount of food produced in
Warsaw’s allotment gardens has diminished
significantly, they still remain functional urban green
spaces
Broad public support for safeguarding these spaces
creates strong resistance to their potential removal
for economic development purposes
Source: Bellows, 2004
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COST Action Urban Agriculture Europe
While urban agriculture is still not so common in Polish cities comparing to
the Western European countries, family allotment gardens should be
considered as the only type of urban agriculture areas widely spread out in
Poland. However, the term urban agriculture is not being used in the context
of their description in Polish publications and legal regulations
Family allotment gardens are also included in the agricultural areas by law
Agricultural land covers 41 % of total
territory of all 890 Polish cities. Arable
land predominates, but meadows and
pastures are also present. The
orchards represent the smallest share

Existing agricultural lands in Polish cities (in ha)
Source: Central Statistical Oice, 2005
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Community gardens
Fort Bema community garden (Warsaw)
The community garden - Fort Bema was
established in 2015 as part of co-financing from
the Local Initiatives program
It is a place of recreation, environmental
education for residents and schools. There are,
among others, workshops led by botanists,
ornithologists, beekeepers and gardeners. It is
also a space for neighborhood picnics or cultural
events - such as photo exhibitions

Motyka i Słońce community garden
(Warsaw)
Encourages residents of nearby estates to
be involved and popularize the idea of
urban gardening and supporting financially,
advising, training or material

Source: Ogrody społeczne Bank dobrych praktyk

Photo Emilia Grotowska Wrocławska Rewitalizacja
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The Odra Community Garden (Wrocław)
The garden was organized in a square surrounded by tenement
houses in a 19th-century historic estate, on communal grounds.
The plantings are mainly plants
ornamental and herbs growing in chests. Such an elevated form
of "flower beds" and no the need to work in the ground
encourages to work, among people with mobility limitations.

Source: Wrocław Revitalization
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Węzłowiec Community Garden (Siemianowice)

The Emotions Score Miniarboretum at
the "Be with Us" Association
(Bedzin)
Photo: users of the social garden in Węzłowiec

Photo. Aleksandra Walkowicz
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Sociological survey
Do you know any urban farms in your city?
Would you like to be a part of such kind activities?
Have you ever been in urban/rural farm?
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